One of the main properties studied in the qualitative theory of differential equations is the stability of solutions. The stability of fractional order systems is quite recent. There are several approaches in the literature to study stability, one of which is the Lyapunov approach. However, the Lyapunov approach to fractional differential equations causes many difficulties. In this paper a new definition (based on the Caputo fractional Dini derivative) for the derivative of Lyapunov functions to study a nonlinear Caputo fractional differential equation is introduced. Comparison results using this definition and scalar fractional differential equations are presented, and sufficient conditions for strict stability and uniform strict stability are given. Examples are presented to illustrate the theory.
Introduction
One of the main problems in the qualitative theory of differential equations is stability of solutions. However, the usual stability concepts do not give any information concerning the rate of decay of solutions, and hence are not strict concepts. As a result, strict stability was defined, and criteria for such notions were discussed (see, for example, [-]).
Fractional differential equations play an important role not only in mathematics but also in physics, control systems, dynamical systems, engineering and in particular in mathematical modeling of many natural physical phenomena. For example, fractional derivatives are used in modeling mechanical and electrical properties of real materials, in the description of properties of gases, liquids and rocks, and in many other fields (see, for example, [, ] ).
The stability of fractional order systems is quite recent. The analysis on stability of fractional differential equations is more complicated than classical differential equations since fractional derivatives are nonlocal and have weakly singular kernels. Recently, in [] an overview on stability results of fractional differential equations is given. For nonlinear fractional differential equations, there are several approaches in the literature to study stability, one of which is the Lyapunov approach. The investigations in the literature via Lyapunov functions could be divided into two main groups:
-continuously differentiable Lyapunov functions (see, for example, the papers [-]).
Different types of stability are discussed using the Caputo derivative of Lyapunov functions which depends significantly on the unknown solution of the fractional equation; -continuous Lyapunov functions (see, for example, the papers [-]) in which the authors use the derivative of a Lyapunov function which is similar to the Dini derivative of Lyapunov functions. In this paper the strict stability of nonlinear nonautonomous Caputo fractional differential equations is defined and studied using continuous Lyapunov functions. The Caputo fractional Dini derivative of a Lyapunov function is defined in an appropriate way. Note that this type of derivative is introduced in [] and used to study the stability and asymptotic stability of Caputo fractional differential equations. Comparison results using this definition and scalar fractional differential equations are presented, and sufficient conditions for strict stability and uniform strict stability are obtained.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section  some preliminaries of fractional calculus are mentioned. Section  presents basic definitions concerning strict stability and the new definition of the Caputo fractional Dini derivative of Lyapunov functions among the nonlinear fractional differential equations. In Section  some comparison results are given. Section  presents some sufficient conditions for strict stability and uniform strict stability.
Notes on fractional calculus
Fractional calculus generalizes the derivative and the integral of a function to a non-integer order [, ], and there are several definitions of fractional derivatives and fractional integrals. In engineering, the fractional order q is often less than , so we restrict our attention to q ∈ (, ).
() The Riemann-Liouville (RL) fractional derivative of order q ∈ (, ) of m(t) is given by (see, for example, Section .
where (·) denotes the gamma function.
() The Caputo fractional derivative of order q ∈ (, ) is defined by (see, for example,
The Caputo and Riemann-Liouville formulations coincide when m(t  ) = . The properties of the Caputo derivative are quite similar to those of ordinary derivatives. Also, the initial conditions of fractional differential equations with the Caputo derivative have a clear physical meaning, and, as a result, the Caputo derivative is usually used in real applications.
() The Grunwald-Letnikov fractional derivative is given by (see, for example, Sec- 
and the Grunwald-Letnikov fractional Dini derivative by
where qCr are the binomial coefficients and [
t-t  h
] denotes the integer part of the fraction
Example  The behavior of the derivative depends significantly on its order q. For example, consider
. For q = ., the derivative is not periodic, but it converges to the periodic function sin(t + q π  ) (see Figure ) . For q = ., the behavior of the fractional derivative is totally different (see Figure ) .
The relation between the two types of fractional derivatives is given by the equality
Also, according to Lemma . [], the equality
holds.
From the relation between the Caputo fractional derivative and the Grunwald-Letnikov fractional derivative, using () we define the Caputo fractional Dini derivative as
where
We will assume in the paper that the function
Note that some sufficient conditions for global existence of solutions of () are given in [, , ]. The goal of the paper is to study strict stability of FrDE (). Strict stability for fractional equations is studied in [] , but the definitions and conditions are not clear. Now we will define strict stability for fractional equations following the idea for ordinary differential equations (see, for example, []).
Definition  The zero solution of system FrDE () is said to be -strictly stable if for given  >  and t  ∈ R + there exists δ  = δ  (t  ,  ) >  such that for any initial point x  ∈ R n the inequality x  < δ  implies x(t; t  , x  ) <  , t ≥ t  , and
is a solution of the IVP for FrDE (); -uniformly strictly stable if for any given  >  there exists δ  = δ  (  ) >  such that for any initial time t  ∈ R + and any initial point x  ∈ R n the inequality x  < δ  implies
is a solution of the IVP for FrDE (). Remark  The strict stability immediately implies that the zero solution is not asymptotically stable.
Example  (Strict stability) Consider the ODE
Therefore, the zero solution of the considered ODE is strictly stable. Now consider a Caputo fractional differential equation with a solution given by
) where the Mittag-Leffler function (with one parameter) is defined by
. Since E q (-
) holds. Therefore, the zero solution of the FrDE is strictly stable (see In this paper we will use the followings sets:
is strictly increasing and a() =  ,
We will use comparison results for scalar Caputo fractional differential equations of the type
where u ∈ R, g :
Note that () with u(t  ) = u  is called the initial value problem (). Some existence results for () are given in [, , ]. Also, we will discuss a couple of Caputo fractional differential equations of the type
We will assume in the paper that the functions g i : R + × R → R, i = , , are such that for any initial time t  ∈ R + and any initial values u  , v  ∈ R the couple of scalar FrDE () has a solution (u(t;
In the case of nonuniqueness, we will assume that the first equation of () has a maximal solution and the second one has a minimal solution.
Fix i ∈ {, }. We say that g i satisfies condition (H) if:
We now introduce the strict stability of the couple of Caputo fractional differential equations as follows.
Definition  The zero solution of the couple of FrDE () is said to be -strictly stable in couple if for given  >  and t  ∈ R + there exists δ  = δ  (t  ,  ) >  and for 
Example  (Uniform strict stability in couple) Consider the couple of Caputo fractional differential equations
where u, v ∈ R, A, B are given constants. 
where u, v ∈ R. The first component of the solution of () satisfies the integral equation
The function h(t, t  ) = such that |u  | < δ implies |u(t)| < ε. Now v(t) ≡ v  , so we see the strict stability in couple of ().
We now introduce the class of Lyapunov-like functions which will be used to investigate the strict stability of the system of FrDE ().
Definition  Let t  , T ∈ R + : T > t  , and ⊂ R n ,  ∈ . We will say that the function
and it is locally Lipschitzian with respect to its second argument.
Remark  In the case when the Lyapunov function does not depend on the time t, i.e.,
and it is locally Lipschitzian, we denote the class introduced in Definition  by ( ).
Lyapunov-like functions used to discuss stability for differential equations require an appropriate definition of the derivative of the Lyapunov function V (t, x) along the studied differential equations. 
The authors generalized () to the fractional Dini derivative along FrDE () by
This definition requires only the continuity of the Lyapunov function. However, it can be quite restrictive (see Example ), and it can present some problems (see Example ).
In this paper we introduce the derivative of the Lyapunov function based on the Caputo fractional Dini derivative of a function m(t) given by (). We define the generalized Caputo fractional Dini derivative of the function V (t, x) ∈ ([t  , T), ) along trajectories of solutions of the system FrDE () as follows:
where t ∈ (t  , T), x, x  ∈ , and there exists
Using the relation lim sup h→
, formula () could be reduced to
Proof In the case of the Lyapunov function V (t, x) = V (x), formula () reduces to Example  Let V ∈ (R + , R) be such that V (t, x) = m  (t)x  , where m ∈ C  (R + , R) and
First we apply formula () to obtain the fractional Dini derivative of the considered Lyapunov function. We obtain
Note that the fractional Dini derivative c D q + V (t, x) does not depend on the order q of the fractional differential equation. However, as shown in Example , the behavior of the fractional derivative depends significantly on the fractional order q. The same can be said about the solutions of fractional differential equations. For example, let us consider the simple Caputo fractional differential equation
given by x(t) = t q E q,+q (-t q ). From Figure  it can be seen that lim t→∞ x(t) = a, where a is different for different values of the order q of the fractional differential equation.
Next we use () to obtain the Caputo fractional Dini derivative of V (t, x). Let t ≥ t  . Then
Now using (), the relation between G-L and R-L fractional derivatives
we obtain from () the following formula for the Caputo fractional Dini derivative:
Note that the Caputo fractional Dini derivative
depends significantly not only on the order q of the fractional differential equation but also on the initial data.
The Dini derivative of the Lyapunov function (q = ) given by () is
Let m(t) ≡  (i.e., we consider the quadratic Lyapunov function V (x) = x  ). Note that for q →  the limit is replaced by the fractional one. The Caputo fractional Dini derivative given by formula () seems to be the natural generalization of the Dini derivative () for ordinary differential equations.
Fractional differential inequalities and comparison results for the scalar FrDE
Again in this section we assume  < q < . Now we will give some comparison results. Note that similar results were obtained by the authors in paper [] . 
We will use the following comparison result, which generalizes the result in [] .
Lemma  (Comparison result by Caputo fractional Dini derivative)
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
, is a solution of FrDE (), where
Proof Case . Suppose that all inequalities are ≤. This case is proved in [] . Case . Suppose that all inequalities are ≥. Let the function u
be an arbitrary number where the number L t  >  exists according to condition () of Lemma . Consider the initial value problem for the scalar FrDE
The function u(t, η) is a solution of the scalar fractional differential equation () iff it satisfies the Volterra fractional integral equation (Lemma .
. We now prove that
Note that inequality () holds for
Assume that inequality () is not true. Then there exists a point t * such that
From condition () of Lemma  the function x * (t) satisfies the following initial value problem for the system FrDE:
Then, for t ∈ (t  , T], the equality
holds, where
Therefore,
Since V is locally Lipschitzian in its second argument with a Lipschitz constant L > , we obtain
Substitute () in (), divide both sides by h q , take the limit as h →  + , use ∞ r= qCrz r = ( + z) q if |z| ≤ , and we obtain for any t ∈ (t  , T] the inequality (note () and () and
If g(t, x) ≡  in Lemma , we obtain the following result.
Corollary  Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
, is a solution of FrDE () where
Note that a similar result to Corollary  for Dini fractional derivatives is proved in [] (Corollary . considers the case when all inequalities are ≤). We note that () could lead to some problems.
Lipschitz with respect to its second argument x. First, apply formula () to obtain the derivative of V , namely
From () we obtain the Caputo fractional Dini derivative of V , namely
Use (sin(t))  = . -. cos(t) and
) and obtain and according to Corollary  the inequality |x(t; , x  )| ≤ |x  |, t ≥ , holds for any solution x(t; , x  ) of ().
The result of Lemma  is also true on the half line (see [] for the case when all inequalities are ≤).
Corollary  Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
() The function x * (t) = x(t; t  , x  ), x * ∈ C q ([t  , ∞), ), is a solution of FrDE () where 
Main results
We obtain sufficient conditions for strict stability of the system FrDE (). Again we assume  < q < . holds for any t  , t ∈ R + , t ≥ t  and x, x  ∈ R n ;
(ii) a( x ) ≤ V  (t, x) for t ∈ R + , x ∈ R n , where a ∈ K.
() There exists a function V  ∈ (R + , R n ) such that
